The perception of coherent and non-coherent auditory objects: a signature in gamma frequency band.
The pertinence of gamma band activity in magnetoencephalographic and electroencephalographic recordings for the performance of a gestalt recognition process is a question at issue. We investigated the functional relevance of gamma band activity for the perception of auditory objects. An auditory experiment was performed as an analog to the Kanizsa experiment in the visual modality, comprising four different coherent and non-coherent stimuli. For the first time functional differences of evoked gamma band activity due to the perception of these stimuli were demonstrated by various methods (localization of sources, wavelet analysis and independent component analysis, ICA). Responses to coherent stimuli were found to have more features in common compared to non-coherent stimuli (e.g. closer located sources and smaller number of ICA components). The results point to the existence of a pitch processor in the auditory pathway.